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What does the New Urban Agenda aim for? In short, an equal and sustainable society throughout the world by implementing the SDGs, which solves these main problems of poverty, insecurity, and inequality. In very short, an Utopia in reality! (the ideal world).

However, the question is how? (with this over-growing population of 7 billion now itself and what could be the situation in 2050!) So, what should be the approach to find the solutions of the problems? To find the solutions to these big problems, first it is necessary to look into the roots of these problems (to prevent from committing the similar mistakes again!). As, why has this problem of poverty not been solved yet? Secondly, about the solution: How will the poverty be eradicated from human-civilization now and also become sustainable in true sense? And who will accomplish the solution? When zooming into the facts of the human society: going to the root causes of the problems humans have created, and which are now being tried to be solved through ‘development’ and of which New Urban Agenda is an ideal vision:

Equal world for all- however, considering the reality that humans have already divided and living in groups known as, ‘high-income/class, middle-class, and low-class’ then, how should the “equality for all in all aspects” in the societies could even start, in their respective cities? (mind-set problem)

Sustainable world for all- however, considering that when it comes to development, there is less equal division of natural resources in planning which is in harmony to the local environment? (to prevent any climatic changes and disasters caused by human activities)

Humanity- however in practice, the modern high-standard education is lacking the most important basic element i.e., moral human values of trust, respect, care, honesty to prevent any inhuman activities (Social protection).

Therefore, to achieve sustainable development it is necessary to consider equality in all aspects of SDGs to reach at least closer to fulfilling the dream of ‘Utopia’ (meaning, New Urban Agenda).

Is not the solution in the problem itself? To consider not only few, responsible to solve world problems however, everyone responsible for the development of their own-self and sustainably developing own community together! Why? Because, the solution is simple to understand and effective to apply. How it can be applied? There are techniques which have been practiced in other respects but not yet visualized as big common solutions to the world-wide problems.
However, now these can be applied by modeling new ones for today’s context from exploring those alternatives in the following research paper (which shall not only solve problems of poverty also, sustainable development throughout the world).

It seems, there is a gap (in reality) in the approaches of how to start-up to implement the SDGs in cities to achieve the ultimate goal of New Urban Agenda. So, the quest is to explore the alternative ways and develop a process-cycle of connecting aspects to solve the problems as a whole dealing from the root causes approach.